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INTRODUCTION

Welcome to the Your Business Success Best Practice Handbook – Planning for business success. A
digital publication that encourages knowledge sharing and peer learning by identifying and
sharing leading innovative approaches in business planning. In the following chapters you’ll read
about the experiences of aspiring, starting and experienced entrepreneurs from across Europe
with the Your Business Success (YBS) programme and how they planned their business, explaining
what works and what doesn’t in their daily practice.

This Best Practice Handbook provides aspiring,
starting and experienced entrepreneurs concrete
examples of how to succesfully plan your
business and which YBS tools and features are
available to support you with it. Teachers and
trainers benefit from real life examples to enrich
and improve their courses.

This compendium was compiled in 2020-2021 during the global COVID-19 pandemic – a strange and
difficult time for us all, but also a period which has massively accelerated the uptake of digital tools and
application for communicating, learning and planning. Educators and learners alike have been introduced
to new digital ways of working, but we’ve also been reminded how valuable face-to-face experiences can
be, especially when used alongside digital ways of working.
We hope that you’re inspired by the examples collected here to start using (digital) business planning
tools in your enterprise or your teaching and training practice.

The Your Business Success initiative
Your Business Success is an Erasmus+ project bringing
together partners from Portugal, the Netherlands, the UK,
Greece, Romania and Bulgaria.
YBS has a clear objective: develop an innovative approach to
enable aspiring entrepreneurs and business owner/managers of
micro and small enterprises to prepare practical and
performance-focused business plans. This will be achieved
through the development of a new digital business planning tool
and a new course and learning resources.
This best practice handbook is based on the practical experience
and knowledge of education professionals from across the
European continent as collected by the partners of the YBS project.
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Project partners reached out within their networks to businesses who are making use of business planning
tools at all levels – from pioneers to those who are taking their first steps in using online tools. We worked
with and interviewed aspiring, starting and experienced entrepreneurs asking not only on what works,
but just as importantly what doesn’t work in business planning and why.

Case Studies
Our following chapter with case studies show practical examples illustrating how participants in the Your
Business Success programme have benefited from the use of the YBS Training Course and the YBS digital
business planning application.
For your benefit, the case studies are based on the experiences of the entrepreneurs, so any
recommendations and practical tips come from straight from them!

Best Practices
In addition, we have identified and
included enterprises from outside of
the project to illustrate how they
carry out good practice in business
planning and management. Enjoy a
dedicated chapter with a variety of
examples from across Europe on how
starting entrepreneurs but also well
established companies successfully
plan their business and overcome the
challenges they face(d).

Top-tips
In the final chapter of this handbook, we
took the practical examples you’ll read in
the coming pages and summarised them,
looking for the common threads and
translating them into practical tips which
entrepreneurs can take on board to
improve their business planning and to
make better use of business planning tools.
Enjoy!
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CASE STUDIES
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“I am a cosplay influencer. I have a
following of 12K. I review products and
share how to create cosplay characters.”

Ellie Moore, Weirdo Ellie Cosplay
[https://www.instagram.com/weirdo_ellie_cosplay/]
Cosplay is the practice of dressing up as a character
from a film, book or video game. I started cosplay as I
always loved costumes and thought it would be a fun
hobby. However, it has brought me so much morefriends, confidence and so much happiness and also a
starting business!
My Instagram, Facebook, YouTube and TikTok videos and
posts may include things such as makeup looks, convention
vlogging and product reviews. I have no experience of how
to plan and run a business though and wanted to learn
more.
The Your Business Success course book was very helpful
and gave me pointers and ideas on how to plan my business.
It made me appreciate how much thought I need to give to it before committing money. Also I
now have a better idea of things I need to think about and develop such as my USP. I think I
might use the digital business planning tool or one like it.
My advice to other aspiring entrepreneurs would be to get all the help you can and try to be
practical and creative so you stand apart from others!
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“The Your Business Success programme
helped us to improve our business through
differentiation of the company from
similar ones in the market”

DJ X-TO - Christian Mihov
[www.facebook.com/maxeventbg]
Our company does a variety of things, ranging from rental
of DJ equipment and sound equipment to organizing,
securing and sounding events but also creative, graphic
and web design, social networks, advertising and printing.
I was interested in the overall process of business
planning and how the Your Business Success programme
could help to make our business more sustainable a in a
long-term period, especially in time of COVID-19 outbreak
and closure of restaurants and night clubs.
It was important to me to increase my understanding about
the potential opportunities and risks in running an own
business. The SWOT analysis and how to minimize the
threats in challenging times was very useful element of
the programme. The Your Business Success programme has
helped us to understand what the values are that our product
and services give to current and potential clients.
As a piece of advice, I would say keep in mind to always to search for new ideas, methods and
tools that could help you as an entrepreneur to become more flexible and adaptable to business
environment and clients’ needs.
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“The Your Business Success program
provided me a clear guideline for the
elaboration of my business plan”

Cristina Ribeiro, Protect Material de Proteção, Lda.
[virtual company]
My business idea is the commercialisation of personal
protective equipment, of which the equipment for eye
and facial protection, hearing, feet, hands, work at height,
among others, stands out. All this wide range of
equipment is intended to protect a worker from
occupational hazards, for his safety and health. We
operate in the most diverse markets: civil construction,
firefighters, and industries in general.
What was your need going in the YBS programme?
Participating in this program allowed me to have an
excellent help tool for the elaboration of my business plan.
The application contains all the important and sequential
points of a business plan. Through the application YBS I will
be able to trace a path for my business.
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Which elements of the program did you find
most useful and why?

What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?

I took the YBS training course and used the YBS
online business planning tool. The YBS
application allow me to improve the market
analysis as well as the financial analysis of my
business. I found all the elements of the tool
important, the definition of mission, vision,
market analysis, and the financial analysis. As the
business plan is an important management tool,
it becomes imperative that, when it is drafted, all
the points are well defined in order to reduce the
risk of failure in business.

My advice would be to first of all define the
business clearly, identify the target audience, the
competitors the strengths and weaknesses of the
business. It is necessary to be rigorous in
preparing the business plan, as this document will
allow us to analyze the viability of our business.
Any final thoughts, Cristina?
As a business plan is an extremely important
document in the creation of a business, the YBS
program becomes an asset as it is an excellent aid
for its preparation, focusing on all the relevant
points of the business plan. With the YBS
program, we don’t lose our way. With the YBS
application all the persons are able to do a
business plan. You just need to follow all the
steps…
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“Follow the YBS application’s
steps, and you won’t regret it!
It will pay back later!”

Orsolya & Szabolcs Bőjte, Map your rubbish! MYRA app
The MYRA team is very enthusiastic about solving
sustainability and social issues through the use of
technology.
The problem they have identified was that there is a lot of
waste, huge trash heaps.
Their solution is the MYRA APP, which could become a
waste-free system where the trash is not trash anymore, but
is a never-ending resource. MYRA provides an interactive,
live network solution, based on geolocation function with a
“rubbish store”. The APP would put in contact SMEs and
other entities which deal with waste management and local
consumers.
What was your need going in the YBS programme?
Our participation in the YBS programme has been driven by the possibility of producing a business plan for my
business, which is about to start. The idea of it has been burn last year, but since I’ve been planning and polishing
it…but hoped to find something new and more effective through this application.
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Which elements of the program did you find
most useful?

What is your advice to other aspiring
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?

To be able to put everything in one place, think about
the planning process as a whole and the fact that the
tool can make you think about details which may slip
your mind, is of big help.

To pay attention to as many details as possible. It is
very important to plan your business as meticulously
as possible as it represents the base of your success. A
good planning will lead to a successful business, it has
been proven for many times. Therefore, be sure to
formulate your Value proposition – which
represents what your business is going to be about,
identify your resources, activities, partners and
customers as concretely as you can. Try to foresee also
all your costs which may occur in order to plan
realistically.

As we had to formulate and put to paper the mission,
vision, market requirements and financial issues
proved to be very beneficial to our planning.

How did the Your Business Success
programme help to plan your business?
As it has been highlighted above, the key factors which
helped us in our planning was the importance of
formulating and putting to paper concrete things for
our business, even from the very early stage of the
planning (vision, mission, target audience/clients,
possible partners, etc.). We are sometimes prone to
rush things and not giving the appropriate attention
to certain phases which, as it has turned out now, can
be of upmost importance in later stages of the
business.

Any further advice?
Stay focused! Don’t let yourself distracted from your
main goals. In the planning process you may want to
pay attention to all little details which cross your mind
within the process, but you should not let these things
to happen. It is really important to always keep in mind
where you want to get ad what you want to achieve.
Follow the YBS application’s steps, and you won’t
regret it! It’ll pay back later!
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“The Your Business Success one pager
business plan is a winner! Simple, great
looking and very straight forward
document”

Pedro Flores, Flores Around the World
[www.floresaroundtheworld.com]
We are a travel blog offering travel tips and inspiration for
people to travel more and aspiring to build our own
touristic facility..
What was your need going in the YBS programme?
As an online business which intent to become physical, there are a lot
of aspects that we don´t know and take in consideration while on the
planning stage (our current state).
My main goal was to receive some guidance on where to start and learn
what should I be looking at when building my business plan.
As mentioned above, we are now starting to build our business plan so
for now there is not much to improve, we need to do it and then after,
assess what needs to be improved.

Which elements of the program did you find most useful?
The planning tool was in my opinion one of the best elements of the programme. It seems to me that is something
that I will be using a lot when things start to become real. The one pager business plan is a winner! Simple, great
looking and very straight forward document with all our business information that will certainly be useful for
presentations and business pitches.
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How did the Your Business Success
programme help (to plan) your business?
The key intake from the programme was focusing on
what is important to clearly define at the early stage of
my business plan (which was my goal). The planning
stage is crucial for the success of any business and I
tend to rush this part of the process, neglecting or not
giving the appropriate attention to extremely relevant
aspects, like creating a proper Mission Statement and
a Vision.

What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?
Focus! That is in my opinion one of the most difficult
aspects to deal with. At an early stage of planning, we
must intake massive amounts of new information and
thoughts start getting all over the place.

This inevitably drives you away from the real relevant
things you should be working on and makes difficult
to have a clear idea of how your business plan should
look like and what information should be included in
it and what should be left out.
You might be overwhelmed at first, but if you focus
and take a step-by-step approach thing start to build
up in the right way.

Any final thoughts, Pedro?
I would like to thank YBS for creating these sessions,
and to all the tutors involved in helping us, aspiring
entrepreneurs, to find our path in the hard quest that
is creating a new business.
For a new entrepreneur most part of the initial work
feels like “walking blind folded into the darkness” and
these kinds of sessions give us a small light towards
the right direction.
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“Any business owner should regularly
review its business plan if he wants to have
a successful business.”

Carolina Papageorgiou, Art of π
[www.artofp.gr]
Art of π is a Handmade jewellery private company
initiated by the designer Carolina Papageorgiou. Carolina
designs handmade jewellery made of semiprecious
stones, ribbons, pearls, silver and brass.
What was your need going in the YBS programme?
I am always keen in making consistent improvements to enhance my
small business. In my opinion this is critical for its success and
sustainability. Things like monitoring cash flow consistently, utilizing
social media for marketing, asking for help and guidance in areas where
I am less competent, these are some main targets for improving myself
as business owner and my business.
Any business owner should regularly review its business plan if he wants
to have a successful business. Thus the main goal participating in the Your
Business Success programme was my desire to review current performance and identify the most likely strategies to
growth.
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Which elements of the program did you find
most useful, Carolina?

What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?

The online YBS business planning tool was the most
useful part of this experience. The software is a simple,
user friendly tool which can be very valuable for new
start-ups as it helps structure each element of a
business plan. The user is provided with an online
tutorial explaining each topic to fill out and providing
examples. It provides a step-by-step wizard tool to
facilitate business plan creation.

Stay current on trends and issues happening in the
sector or industry you are working as well as on
changes happening at the local community. Things
that don't seem relevant on the surface might have an
impact on what we are doing, so we should always
consider all possibilities and be able to adapt our
business plan.

The graphic design interface is appealing, user friendly
and intuitive with uncomplicated notification system.
It is possible to keep the business track by scheduling
milestones for key tasks or projects. This is an easy way
to make sure all important goals are reached.
Also appreciated the automatic financials, I didn’t
worry about complex spreadsheets or breaking
formulas in Excel. The software supports all popular
forecasting options.

Any final thoughts on business planning?
I have checked out some other business planning tool
options. YBS planning tool is by far the most simple,
the most user friendly, and the most feature-rich
option I’ve tested. It gives all the tools needed to cover
a wide range of business planning needs. I shouldn’t
forget to mention that someone can register on the
app for free and it is accessible from tablets and smart
phones.
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“I found it very reassuring that also after
the business gets up and running, the YBS
online tool has the facility of following up
on the planned activities”

Zsolt Butyka, Adventure Karavan
The idea of the caravan park emerged from a real need,
when I came to realise that the caravan tourism is starting
to get known and practiced also in Romania. There are no
nice parking places, where travellers can recharge and
refresh though. Therefore, the park will be one of its kind
within the region, answering to the real need of all those
traveling with caravans in the summer months. Facilities
such as a playground, dining area, electricity, laundry, grill,
drainage will be all included in the price. As this is only a
company, yet to start, efforts will be put in marketing to
attract as many possible guests as possible.
What was your need going in the YBS programme?
Given the fact that the business is only being started, and the site is being built through a non-refundable project,
planning has been needed to be put in place even from the moment when the idea of the business occurred. Upon
using the YBS application, Zsolt found at the initial planning phase more attention could have been paid while
formulating the mission and vision of the business, more focus might have helped in regards to the costs which will
emerge during the running of the business.
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Which elements of the program did you find
most useful?
I found it very reassuring that also after the business
gets up and running, the YBS online tool has the facility
of following up on the planned activities, projects
which should be put in place, keep deadlines, include
reminders and tasks per employee. To have all your
plan on one page, was another aspect worth
mentioning and is a must have in order to be able to
come back to it as many times as needed.

How did the Your Business Success
programme help (to plan) your business?
Putting everything together, thinking about small
details, defining all important activities even before
starting the business can be considered as the most
vital steps which need to be taken in consideration the
planning process and the YBS application gave the
possibility for these.
As we all know, without a good planning the business
might not be as successful. Therefore, thorough
planning is crucial. In our everyday lives, we tend to
rush things and only accomplish certain tasks
superficially at times. The YBS app made the owner

think more deeply, reconsider and deliberate on
certain topics for longer than initially has been
planned.

What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?
Make sure to pay attention to as many details as
possible. Try to formulate your goals, possible
challenges, do a market research or try to find out as
much as possible about competitors in order to make
sure, that your plan is as close to reality as possible.
Talk to as many friends, possible clients you may reach
and don’t forget about your marketing either.

Any final thoughts, Zsolt?
The YBS app is a well-thought tool which can be a
huge support for entrepreneurs no matter if they are
at the beginning of their journeys or already running
their businesses. It gives a possibility of putting
everything together, and can make you think in detail
about what your plans and goals are. Use it with
confidence, even though there are some aspects which
need polishing, the core idea, therefore the business
planning opportunity is given. Try it out!
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“The YBS business planning tool is very
useful to give you initial management skills
and knowledge if you have no previous
experience as an entrepreneur ”

Julian Varbanov, Fitness Online
[aspiring entrepreneur]
I plan to give individual fitness training on-site (f2f) and
online also to provide health consultations. I have
knowledge and practice as a fitness instructor for 10+
years and now decided to start my own company. I have
several clients in the country and abroad, who use my
services as an entrepreneur. I need to learn more on how
to register and run this activity as a business company. The
Your Business Success programme helped me plan the
idea and activities into a profitable genuine business.
All programme elements were useful, but for the beginners
it was very helpful to learn about factors that I have to
consider when planning to start or develop an own business.
It supported me to prepare a market research and to
understand how to visualize my business. Also, the programme was very useful for identifying
my customers’ needs in order to plan activities towards delivery of personalized training. Plus,
YBS is free to use, very convenient given the limited resources of a start-up company!
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“The YBS app allowed me to simulate
scenarios, this gave me good insight into
bulk advantages and margins and it really
helped me set my prices”

Salah Aldin Al Ayobi, HealthLab Medical Protection NL
[import business]
I started my company as a representative office in the
Netherlands for my family business abroad, all of this
during the global covid-19 pandemic. My start-up
company imports and sells disposable medical protection
and healthcare products including face masks, protective
overalls, cover shoes, caps and gloves.
Together with my coach we took the formal steps to
register the company and also to develop a strategy. It was
interesting to learn in practice about international business
and all that relates to it such as shipping, delivery, import
taxes, documentation, EU quality labels, etcetera.
The YBS app allowed me to simulate scenarios, for instance
varying with purchase and selling prices, adding shipping
costs. This gave me good insight into bulk advantages and margins and it really helped me set
my prices and offers to clients.
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“Because we didn’t have a well-developed
business plan, we felt we needed a longterm plan, but we didn’t know where to
start…”

Both Piroska, Dress up your books
[www.facebook.com/dressupyourbooks]
We create book, textbook and booklet covers that not
only protect your favourite books but also give the reader
a unique brand so to say. We consider it important to
make things recyclable in order to market as few plastic
products as possible.
We are a private business, so we need all the help possible,
so I welcomed the opportunity to participate in the YBS
program.
Because we didn’t have a well-developed and well-thoughtout business plan - our business started out as a hobby - we
felt we needed a long-term plan, but we didn’t have the tools
to do it, we didn’t know where to start.
Which elements of the program did you find most useful?
I found the pitch part the most interesting and useful. Through the descriptions and precise definitions, we
have managed to create a transparent business plan for our business.

It will help us a lot to be able to systematize our
plans, activities and the financial situation of the
business. Most of the time, accounting programs
only deal with the systematization of financial
matters, but on this platform, I can combine my
business plan, my activities to be implemented,
and my financial situation.
With the option to add a calendar and an extra
person, I can see my weekly / monthly activities
and this can be seen also by others team
members.
Which is very appealing to me is, that within a
year, I will be able to see in a very useful way on
my platform where my business is at and that will
help me take further steps.
How did the Your Business Success
programme help (to plan) your business?
I’ve got realistic guidance on how to start my
business planning, I managed to think about who
exactly is the target group of my business, I’ve got

a precise idea – as I was working through the
platform – about how I could reach them, which
product for which target group, what are the
steps I should take related to my marketing to
promote my products best.
The project management part of the platform
helped me a lot, where I can organize my plans
and activities in the provided calendar, so I can
keep track of what has already been achieved and
what are the tasks I still have to perform to reach
my set goals.
What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs regarding business planning?
Make sure to try out the YBS platform, it can help
a lot in rethinking your business. You can create
your business plan very simply by following the
provided steps. These are simple, understandable
even for an entrepreneur who is starting a new
business. Good luck!
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“Planning your business is essential. It
doesn’t matter whether you run a small or
larger business. It is an aspect you need not
miss”

Maria Borisova, 3M Studio Ltd.
[cosmetics studio]
Maria runs 3M Studio, a cosmetics studio in the city of
Varna, Bulgaria. The owner has 21 years of experience and
well established customers network. There are
fluctuations in the revenues, basically driven by the
seasons change and currently, because of the COVID-19
impact on customers’ incomes.
I was offered by person I know to take a part in the YBS
programme and at the beginning I was reluctant to. I do
not have any university degree in business studies and have
never thought it would be helpful to my business. It all lays
down on much manual work, personal contacts and clients’
satisfaction (and their wealth of course). I only agreed
because of my friend.
Which elements of the program did you find most useful?
After I used the online tool, I felt more confident in what I do with my finances.
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I have never really looked on my cosmetics studio
like on a real business entity, although it bears all
the regular business cost, tax liability etc. I now
feel more confident and motivated to plan and
rule my studio from the perspective of a real
business and to plan all – costs and liabilities,
together with the revenues.
How did the Your Business Success
programme help (to plan) your business?
I feel more confident now to plan and cover my
daily costs. As I said, before I was only trying to
generate more and more revenue. I was taking
stress every time I had to pay this and that, as if it
was not mine. When you schedule it all in advance

at the moment it comes, it brings less stress and
it won't be a "nasty surprise" when the bills knock
on your door.
What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs, Maria?
Planning your business is essential. It doesn’t
matter whether you run a small or larger business.
It is an aspect you need not miss.
You never know what assets you can be awarded
if you don’ try. Try the Your Business Success
programme to learn more of yourself and be
steady, and feel more comfortable in doing your
own business.
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“I really liked how the YBS online
application forced me to think through key
parts of my business, like the competition
and market research.”

Takis Papahristos, Ktima Kakkavos
[www.ktimakakkavos.gr]

Ktima Kakkavos produces olive oil of the highest quality
under the constant supervision of agronomists. The
company exports its products worldwide giving its clients
the ability for pre-harvest orders. The company produces
“Kalamàta” olives in all sizes -from colossal to bullets- free
from any tree diseases because of its stony grounds. The
environment of the estate close to the sea gives to olives
unique character and taste. Ktima Kakkavos also produces
salt coming from the sea lake of Missolonghi with the
natural method of evaporation under the sun.

What was your need going in the YBS programme?
We live in rapidly changing times, especially for businesses. This is why, in my opinion, some of the biggest
challenges we are facing as business managers are to meet and address these changes.
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Our main goal was to get consultation on how to
be flexible so as to success in business today and
how to improve our planning and organizational
skills.

The application is responsive, thus it provides the
opportunity to access it from any device, from
tablet or smart phone and any place, even when
we are not at the office.

How did the Your Business Success
programme help (to plan) your business?

What is your advice to other (aspiring)
entrepreneurs?

The online business planning tool was the most
valuable element of the programme.
This
application is a dynamic tool that provides a stepby-step process to follow when defining or
redefining the business plan.

If a new entrepreneur has an idea but he is not
sure where to start or what to do, he /she can use
YBS free online business planning tool as it will
guide him/her through each stage of starting and
managing the business.

The interface is fresh and lively! The program
provides guidance and examples of what should
be included in the different sections. That saved a
lot of work. It made it very easy to get the
business plan done. Simple and user friendly with
straight forward business topics to answer and
very smooth flow.

It is required to use the business plan as a
roadmap for how to structure, run, and grow the
new business. It’s a way to think through the key
elements of the business.
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“I really liked how the YBS online
application forced me to think through key
parts of my business, like the competition
and market research.”

Eugene Guiney, virtual company
[language and business studies student]

As part of my studies and placement experience I wanted
to learn more about being an entrepreneur. I am a
language and business studies student and wanted to
understand how to set up a business as this is something I
might want to do one day.
What did you think of the Your Business Success app?
The tutorial is simple, comprehensible, and seamless in explaining
the tools for navigation. The full screen option is nice and exiting
it is simple. Language options are presented neatly and will be
useful for international users.
Graphic User Interface is appealing and vibrant with a nicely animated notification after updating the
profile page. A chat window pops up nicely and pop-up notifications are nicely animated. Pleasant
inclusion of a navigation button at the bottom of the screen to go back up the page. Adding an event to
the calendar is easy, and clear to amend and delete tasks. It is easy to switch between months and display
in days, weeks, or months.
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Creating a new company in the app
Setting up a new company is uncomplicated with
adjustable description boxes to input more
information, plus the ability to upload a company
logo.

all easily accessible and display all the key
information which can be exported as a pdf file.
Output options

The interface of the YBS app is straightforward,
aiding the user to key in information about the
company. The text explaining each section of the
pitch helps the user to define their headline,
mission statement, forecasting etc, which will not
deter novice users.

After all details of the business are inputted, all
data is presented on the main home page simply
and intuitively. Ability to output Project details in
excel, CSV, pdf is a great addition, also easy to
print the data. I can’t see how the user would get
lost in the process, though the Help & Resources
section is filled with all the necessary information
to help users should they get stuck.

Graphs and visualisation

Overall impression

Target market section offers a lot to input,
including the name, prospect, and cost of the
market segment. All information is outputted in a
graph form to visualise the data, making for a
better understanding of data. The Forecast
Module is very helpful and rivals most forecasting
software I have used. Financial Tables, Profit &
Loss, Balance Sheet and Cashflow of the business,

Overall, the design is intuitive and easily
understandable to navigate through. Looks great
on both mobile and desktop. Very informative,
no bugs, glitches, or dead ends. It helps the user
in assembling all the necessary data to
appropriately define the business, providing a
useful medium to generate a business plan. A
great app to help individuals develop or maintain
their business.
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Exponential Training
[www.exponentialtraining.com]

Exponential Training from the UK has operated a five-year business planning system for more
than a decade. A new Strategic Business Plan is under development as it expires soon. The
current Strategic Business Plan, called “Improving Performance Through People” is based on
its Vision, Mission, Values and Beliefs. The vision and mission set the long-term direction of the
business. Although these are reviewed every three-years, they rarely change in any fundamental
way – they provide the bedrock on which Exponential Training is based.
Exponential’s vision is: To create a world of high-performance
managers, coaches and consultants regardless of geographical
borders and time zones.
And its mission is to improve the performance of managers, coaches,
and consultants through the delivery of engaging, high impact
learning and assessment programmes.
Exponential’s vision and mission are supported by their 7 values. The
values provide a framework to guide the way the company and its team
members behaviour in the execution of the company’s activities. The
company’s beliefs help the Exponential team to make decisions based
on clear beliefs which align to its values, mission and vision.
1. Being a company with which it is a pleasure to do business
2. Enjoying the doing, the results and the rewards
3. Respecting, developing and empowering people
4. Adding value by giving of our best: no more and no less
5. Expansive and global thinking
6. Planning, implementing, reflecting and improving
7. Fairness, honesty, and integrity
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The Company also drafts a strategic statement. This
statement helps to inform and maintain the
organisation’s focus on driving growth and
development. This leads to the identification of a set
of strategic priorities, and goals which are linked to a
set of Key Performance Indicators.
The next stage of the business planning process is to
create a set of annual action plans for each Strategic
Priority. These provide the basis of individual and team
performance objectives which are discussed and
agreed within the team member’s Performance
Management Review.
During the Performance Management Review, the
learning and development needs of team members
are also discussed and agreed enabling the drafting of

an Annual Training Plan – this helps to link learning
and development to business plans and objectives.
Both the Annual Plan and team member performance
are reviewed quarterly enabling the plans to be
continuously up-dated.
Although the senior management team is responsible
for drafting the business plan and strategies, team
member’s views and opinions feed into the final
plans. All team members participate in an annual
business planning and communication day to reflect
on the previous year and to understand the new year’s
plans and priorities. This process is then supported
with an open culture during which achievements and
successes are shared and celebrated.

“I find involving my team provides insights I would not
otherwise get if I based everything just on my own
reflections. Once you have your plan, my advice is see
it, review and share, share and share it with your team.”
John Moore – Managing Director Exponential Training
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Guided Portugal
[www.guidedportugal.com]

Guided Portugal is a tour company specialized in custom-designed private tours aimed at
families or small group of friends. It's based in Porto, Portugal and operates countrywide.
It was founded in 2016, following the increasing need for tourism services, related with the
tourism development that Portugal has been achieving in the past 8 to 10 years. The founder,
Marta, has a degree in Tourism and a Post-degree in Tour Guiding and Information services, and
has been working in the tourism industry, for more than 20 years. She decided it was time to
develop her own company, combining the knowledge and experience that she gained
throughout her academic and professional life.
The company offers nowadays a wide range of high quality services.
It started by offering daily tours around the North of Portugal, on
vehicles up to 7 people but, with the increasing demand of their
services, they started to expand their fleet and nowadays they have
vehicles up to 30 people and work with multiple days tours around
Portugal.
The services provided always have a high standard of quality, starting
with their fleet, which is all composed by Mercedes vehicles, passing
by the unique experiences offered to the guests (visit to unique places,
off the beaten track sites, high end restaurants, wine experiences, etc,)
and ending with what they consider one of the key factors of their
success, the drivers and guides.
All the offered tours are private, which means that the driver or guide will
be totally committed with that guest and that no other guests will join
their activities.
Besides working directly with the final client, due to the quality of their services and fleet other parties, like travel
agencies and tour operators, national and international, also started to look for their transportation and guiding
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services. This means that Guided Portugal currently
not only works as a tour company but also as a
transportation supplier for other companies. This
gives them the chance to monetize their fleet and
human resources.
Regarding their costs, their fleet, maintenance and
human resources are the biggest costs they have to
deal. The vehicles are all high end and the
maintenance is very expensive in order to maintain the
same level of service all the time. Besides that,
Government taxes on vehicles are also very high, so it
is needed to calculate if the number of tours each

With human resources there's similar challenge.
Income taxes and social security taxes are very high in
Portugal, so the company needs to calculate the salary
and the taxes connected to it. It can be very
challenging to balance between offering a well paid
salary, to keep the employees motivated and
committed, and the high taxes that will come with this
measure. Since tourism is a very seasonal activity,
and to be able to manage the costs, Guided Portugal
has 4 fixed employees and hires 2 to 3 more people
during the high season, to help with increasing volume
of work.

“Start with "baby steps" and see how the market
responses to your product. From there, you can decide
which direction you want your business to go. Don't do
too many things at once and stay focused of your
goals.”

vehicle can do, is worth the investment or not.
Marta stresses that starting a company can mean a lot of hard work and perseverance, in order to achieve your
mission. Pay attention to details, your customer's needs and also very important, keep your employees happy and
motivated, and you'll be in the path of success.
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Delikatess Accessories
[www.delikatesaccessories.com]

Delikatess Accessories is dealing with the production of fashionable, high quality, hand-made
handbags, hip bags, laptop bags and informal fashionable accessories. The business is a thriving
business in the central, rural region of Romania, in the town of Miercurea Ciuc, which has been
born from the love of beautiful and high-quality products of the owners.
Initially, the businesses’ key customers were dynamic young women, who did not have to choose
between practicality and aesthetics, as the products are taking in consideration their needs.
There are three owners of the business, two are mainly active in the design and production
phases, and the third person is the manager for the administrative parts of the company.
As the businesses’ main activities, we can name the design and
production of lifestyle items (hipbags, backpacks, rucksacks,
laptopbags) alongside sales (direct/face to face, online, in fairs) of
their own Delikatess Accesories products. The customer scale has
been broadened with male and kids accessories along the way.
As the key success factor of their business, the owners have
named the good planning, alongside well defined and chosen key
partners. In their case a marketing company, together with a designed
fabric provider company, who is delivering their raw material –
personalized fabrics - they can work from.
Regarding their costs the personnel resources are the biggest costs they
have to deal with as they are working with a team of 5 employees.
Unfortunately, in Romania, the state taxes which need to be paid are
representing a huge cost, which each entrepreneur needs to calculate
with.
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This can be seen as a drawback for the newly
established businesses as, even though their goal
might be to pay well the work force they are hiring, to
keep them motivated and committed to the company,
they need to calculate almost double expenses.
Given the fact that the products are fine and of high
quality, Delikatess Accessories have established an
online shop, but also have possibilities to sell on
site with quite a few companies, shops, who are happy
to retail Delikatess Accesories products.
The communication channels are both offline and
online, as they are participating in lots of hand-made
products’ fairs, as well as are active also on social
media channels. They try to reach out and
communicate as much as possible with their
customers, in order to meet their needs.

Eszter and Csaba, who are two of the three founders
of the company, say that it is difficult to survive in such
a small town as Miercurea Ciuc. Sometimes it seems
“mission impossible” to keep the business up and
running, but being able to have the already
mentioned 5 employees reassured them that what
they are doing has value and their customers are
willing to pay for their products.
Their advice for starting entrepreneurs is to always
pay attention to your customers’ needs and try to
respond to them as much as possible. In addition to
that, it is of upmost importance to find key partners
and define your key activities really precisely and do
not try to do too many things at once. Pay attention
and stay focused to what you have proposed and after
a thorough planning and lots of perseverance final can
achieve the proposed goals! Be focused and pay
attention to the needs you are answering to.

“Find key partners and define your key activities really
precisely and do not try to do too many things at once.”
Eszter and Csaba – owners of Delikatess Accessories
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GinT Distillery
[www.tastegint.pt]

GinT – Premium Spirits a trade-mark for a distillery. GinT Distillery was born in 2017 after quite
a lot of planning, preparation and decision making.
Most businesses (successful or not) start with something which is very close to one of the
founders. This case is no different. Gin is a passion for us and working on something we love is
always a lot easier, but dangerous. In spite of the reason of the genesis of the project/company
a lot of planning, preparation and studying has to be done and all these lead to making decisions
and choosing paths which are not always what we desire or were prepared for. We will try to tell
you our path until the day we created out company…
Choosing the path for the future
Before anything else, a very big decision had to be made: Do we
produce the product ourselves or do we have it made by a third party
who will produce a bespoke Gin for us? If we would go for the latter
option, we would only need to worry and plan for sales and marketing.
We opted to produce the gin ourselves. What weighed into taking this
path was the fact that we are building a brand, we are creating a story,
we are creating awareness and we need to connect to our customers
with something real. We also did not want to be hostage to a third party
who would control our product.
The path was chosen and important implications arouse: Gin is alcohol
and anything related with this substance is tightly controlled by the state
and subject to heavy taxes and rules. The rules had to be studied and
known very well.
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Financing the project

Partnering up

Are we going to borrow money or finance it ourselves?
In the beginning we decided not to borrow money
because of the uncertainty and we knew that it was not
going to be easy because we were not going to
navigate in a “Blue Ocean.” As was said before, we
were going to produce the gin ourselves and so we
would need to setup up a distillery. This required a
significant investment. Taking this into account we
waited until the right incentive plan appeared. This
requires patience, search and, once again, studying.

As was said earlier, businesses start somewhere and
usually it is best not do it alone. This is a principle I
try to follow. A partner or two will help steer the
project, maintain strategy and increase knowhow. It is
impossible to be an expert at everything and it is
impossible to make the right decisions every single
time. So, two people thinking will reduce (not
eliminate) the probability of making wrong or bad
decisions, will make the work load easier to bare, will
share pain, will share celebration. Anyway partners are
great but a partnership must be base on a rational
decision you have to make sure that 1 + 1 > 2 or else
it doesn’t make sense and there will be problems in the
future.

“It is impossible to be an expert at everything and it is
impossible to make the right decisions every single
time. Two people thinking will reduce the probability of
making wrong or bad decisions.”
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Yourdailyteacup
[www.yourdailyteacup.nl]

Yourdailyteacup is a tea experience store (online and offline) in two cities in the the Netherlands:
Groningen and Leeuwarden. They first opened a physical store in Groningen in 2020 and a year
after that, they had the second store opened in Leeuwarden (during the pandemic time!). This
has attracted quite lots of attention and admiration from the public.
Before that, the business had already started online with a website and Instagram since 2017.
Along with the online business, Rensina Steursma – owner of
Yourdailyteacup, also wrote blogs sharing her experiences in
travelling, interior, food (recipes for food and cakes), lifestyle and her
own life in both channels Rensina is really active on her shop’s
Instagram, which she also uses it to share her own life sometimes, as
that is where most of her customers came from Instagram. Recently
she also started a Facebook page which receives quite lots of positive
support from the customers. She sees social media as an extension
of her website and her stores. She emphasized that to able to attain
the number of customers and their attention that she is having right
now took time, it does not happen overnight.
In terms of her products, Rensina is really picky about what her business
sells, because unique brands and products are the critical factors that
help a business stand out of others. Moreover, Yourdailyteacup strives
to create a “moment of relaxation” for every guests come to the store by
providing high-quality tea, nice tableware and accessories.
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Networking
Rensina sometimes sold her tea at the open markets
before she had a physical store. At this moment, she is
having two physical stores so that is not necessary
anymore. However, she thought that personal
contact is essential since it will make the potential
partners feel important as well as pleasant.

Lifelong learning
In terms of knowledge, Rensina has gained a diploma
as a tea sommelier and is now following an in-depth
training at ITC academy, a tea academy, to better her
skills and knowledge. Her goal is to bring different

kinds of tea to everyone so they can find a flavor that
suits them.

Human Resources
The business has had more employees than before
due to the offline stores. Rensina occasionally gives
them some spotlight on the store's Facebook so that
everyone knows them, and when they talked about
their favorite teas and / or accessories from
Yourdailyteacup, those products are indirectly
advertised to the customers.
It seems like the tea adventure of Rensina will be filled
with positiveness and uniqueness.
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KRASEN HRISTOV
[Bee – Garden]

The main business activity of the company is the production of honey from acacia, rapeseed,
and sunflower. Production capacity of the hives is an average of 2 tons per year. The producer
has developed and offers an innovative solution for bee-hives - an innovative polycarbonate
feeder own production.
Krasen Hristov is the owner of the Bee – Garden, located near Varna, Bulgaria with 130 bee-hives.
We have asked him some questions on how he runs his business.
What do you think are the key factors of success for a
business?
I think it is very important to develop your own business that gives
you pleasure. It is best to turn your hobby into your business activity
so that you like what you do.
Also, it is good for the business itself to give positive vibes to the
entrepreneur, to help him/her feel healthy and emotionally well. In
this sense, the development of beekeeping as a business is favourable
given the healthy qualities of honey and related products, as well as
their properties for apitherapy.
And thirdly, proximity to nature and what it gives people is a huge
advantage. An entrepreneur should take into account the protection and
conservation of natural resources when planning his/her business.
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Did you encounter any difficulties when running the business?
The difficulties in our sector are related to the poisoning of bees when spraying with pesticides on the fields with
agricultural crops, from which the bees collect bee pollen. There are difficulties in the sale of finished products, which
are often bought at or below the price of honey produced due to imports of honey from China and Moldova with
poorer quality honey, but at much lower prices.

What advice do you have for new entrepreneurs, Krasen?
To carefully plan the activities of their company, taking into account the risks and possible obstacles, identifying
measures to prevent them. Business planning and a program like Your Business Success is especially important and
useful for entrepreneurs in the agricultural sector, as most of them do not have specific knowledge of company
management.

“An entrepreneur should take into account the
protection and conservation of natural resources when
planning his/her business.”
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RAI Amsterdam
[www.rai.nl/en]

RAI Amsterdam is an event & conference center that organizes and facilitates numerous
encounters such as the national annual trade fairs and conferences and theatre performances.
The very first RAI exhibition was organized in 1895. Every year, they welcome an average of 1.5
million guests at the RAI, from fairs and conferences with 50,000 people to meetings with 10
people. Many of these events take place in their exhibition and conference centre with more
than 110,000 m2 of space, divided over 12 halls and various large and small rooms and lounges.
The company’s mission focuses on inspiring people with a healthy
balance between social (people), ecological (planet) and
economic (profit) value creation. Consequently, their works will
contribute to a sustainable development for every party. The events
that take place at RAI are increasingly contributing to this by:
• Organizing and facilitating high-quality events which bring people
together, connect and inspire them;
• Being an ideal, attractive meeting place for everyone with a variety
of services and equipment offered;
• Creating economic and social values to the business as well as the
employees.
Their mission remains the same for a long time, however, they adjust their
strategy plan or objectives to suit the demands and needs of the society.
For the period 2019 to 2022, their business strategic objectives are:
•
•

Strengthening core business to the future development in the MICE sector (Meetings, Incentives, Conferences
and Exhibitions);
Creating the optimal balance in social costs & benefits, thereby increasing the social value.
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RAI concentrates on 6 pillars that are beneficial for
their customers, partners, the society and themselves:
Hospitality, Innovation, Customer orientation,
Professionalism, Being enterprising and Involvement.
Therefore, it can be said that the company cares
about the wellbeing of their people and the society.
In order to achieve this, employee’s talents and
performances take an important role. That is why RAI
established a sustainable HR policy that encourages
the wellbeing, fitness and lifestyle for their staff. The
Employee Satisfaction Survey is conducted annually
to identify the improvement points for this policy.

“Raising our ambitions every year and developing new
initiatives allows us to continuously make
improvements”
Jan van den Bosch, Director Convention Centre
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YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS IN ACTION
Now that we’ve heard from well-established business owners, start-up entrepreneurs and those
aspiring to set up their own business from across Europe, what have we learnt? And how can we
put their advice into action in our own business planning and teaching?

To make it easier, we’ve compiled the best
practical tips and tricks from our experts!

Tips from start-up entrepreneurs
Get all the help you can and try to be practical and creative so
you stand apart from others - Ellie Moore
Keep in mind to always to search for new ideas, methods and
tools that could help you as an entrepreneur to become more
flexible and adaptable to business environment and clients’
needs - Christian Mihov
Focus! That is in my opinion one of the most difficult aspects to
deal with. Don’t let yourself drive away from the real relevant
things you should be working. You might be overwhelmed at first,
but if you focus and take a step-by-step approach thing start to
build up in the right way - Pedro Flores
Make sure to pay attention to as many details as possible. Try to
formulate your goals, possible challenges, do a market research or
try to find out as much as possible about competitors in order to make sure, that your plan is as close to
reality as possible - Zsolt Butyka
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Tips from aspiring entrepreneurs
First of all define the business clearly, identify the target
audience, the competitors the strengths and weaknesses of the
business. It is necessary to be rigorous in preparing the
business plan - Cristina Ribeiro
Be sure to formulate your value proposition – which represents
what your business is going to be about, identify your resources,
activities, partners and customers as concretely as you can Orsolya & Szabolcs Bőjte

Tips from well-established business owners
Stay current on trends and issues happening in the sector or industry you are working as well as on
changes happening at the local community. Things that don't seem relevant on the surface might have
an impact on what we are doing, so we should always consider all possibilities and be able to adapt our
business plan - Carolina Papageorgiou
Planning your business is essential. It doesn’t matter whether you run a small or larger business. It is an
aspect you need not miss - Maria Borisova
It is required to use the business plan as a roadmap for how to structure, run, and grow the new business.
It’s a way to think through the key elements of the business - Takis Papahristos
I find involving my team provides insights I would not otherwise get if I based everything just on my own
reflections. Once you have your plan, my advice is see it, review and share, share and share it with your
team – John Moore
The business should give positive vibes to the entrepreneur helping him/her feel healthy and emotionally
well. An entrepreneur should take into account the protection and conservation of natural resources
when planning his/her business - Krasen Hristov

Start planning your business now!
We hope you have been inspired by the stories, pitfalls and
tips shared by fellow entrepreneurs and aspiring start-ups.
Now, go ahead and plan your own business effectively via
our Your Business Success training course and dedicated
business planning app!

YBS Training course - www.ybsproject.com
YBS Business planning app - app.ybsproject.com
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WWW.YBSPROJECT.COM
The „Your Business Success” project has been funded with support from the
European Commission. This document reflects the views only of the authors,
and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use, which may be
made of the information contained therein.

